
ON TARGETING OF CARE 
 
 
 
I believe common conservative moral objections to social programs stem, at core, not from 
fundamental opposition to care, but from an objection to the locality and targeting of the care. I 
claim: a rather wise social-moral instinct of unfairness is triggered in them; one that somehow 
intuitively senses that resources are being distributed NEITHER according to ability (purely 
earned rewards from competition, which promotes strength) NOR according to need (kindness 
to those at the very bottom, who need excess resources most). This instinct is not moral in the 
weak sense that is meant by the term today-- but practical. For to provide care haphazardly, to 
the middle of a status pyramid, to selected people or groups who may or may not be those most 
deserving, but merely those whom we rush to help at the current time-- might not any such 
inaccuracy easily lead to increased social instability? Speculating on human nature, surely we 
can imagine many good practical reasons to ensure other individuals or groups in the country 
do not feel that they are being left out unfairly-- regardless of how any who fancy themselves 
rational may judge their feelings. 
 
From this view-- a conservative arguing against spending on any given social program, even if 
his words are cruel or foolish, can be charitably interpreted to be calling not for cruelty, but for 
resources to be prioritized and directed somewhere currently more essential or more just. 
 
It could very well be, Left, that you & I have the better logical argument, that our care is perfectly 
targeted within the confines of the current conversation, and the Right is purely indulging in 
oppositional emotion-- but again, this emotional outburst might still in itself be a useful signal to 
us that resources have not been distributed justly so far, that there are areas where we Lefts 
have neglected to focus our attention sufficiently. 
 
I would have to agree with any conservative who objections thusly! As care for the poor in a 
country as large and industrialized and wealthy as the United States should be an envy and 
model of the world-- yet look at how we have fallen behind. We Lefts blame this entirely on 
Rights and call ourselves righteous for blaming them: but if we widen our view, and look coldly 
instead at the products of what all have cruelly fought and argued bitterly over up until now, it 
seems quite clear that a large number of resource channels plug without pattern into the middle 
of our market pyramid here and there, to all manner of social and economic and government 
and cultural programs, with the bottom rung of society curiously unattended to-- perhaps with 
excellent intentions, but intentions filtered through metrics that may not be accurate, may not be 
doing as much good as we think, and that may in some way disturb communities or competition 
in ways we cannot be certain of and cannot predict. 
 
I believe the problem is not that higher or broader levels of care have been sought by Lefts such 
as we but that it was done in a crucial sense out of order, as a product not of democracy, but of 
uncooperation and hate between we and our political opponents. And I must say: it seems likely 



we all live in material proof of the disutility of hate. For though collectively we have much wealth, 
there are clearly so many who are still struggling, by no fault of their own, to care for their sick; 
struggling to care for theirs who cannot work; struggling to care for the mentally ill; struggling to 
care simply for theirs who have tried and failed to find human work in a machine market that 
fails to provide it. 
 
Or, even, finally, a most neglected group, those whom the conservatives and liberals alike have 
scorned too unfairly, too often in my view: those who could not yet feel their Will-- for how many 
today are even taught Will exists in this ugly, scorn-torn thing we have today we call a nation? 
 
Now, to address the need of any one of the groups named above-- how efficient would it be to 
divy them up, identify all individuals who belong to them, sort them accordingly, somehow 
ascertain how they are disadvantaged and then deliver a deemed-appropriate amount of help? I 
have to imagine: not very efficient at all. Targeted, issue-based welfare policies like this may 
very well prove useful in certain edge or unusual cases-- but without common good and 
common respect first, how can we leverage common good to better help the edge cases? Given 
the current mess, it seems to me only logical that Lefts such as I must agree in good faith and 
on principle with Rights that unnecessary bureaucratic structures, wherever we might find them 
together, clearly violate the fairness instinct themselves-- surely any unnecessary or ineffective 
care structure uses too many resources that could have gone to those more deserving, those 
more in need? That, if basics were provided somewhere further down the line from where our 
crude, partial structures stand today, surely resources and workers of those partial structures 
could be freed to better-direct their care to somewhere else it was more needed? 
 
What are the common basics that all need, but many lack? 
 
SHELTER. FOOD. WATER. HEALTHCARE. DIGNITY. 
 
Do all our most unfortunate citizens of our artificial modern environment have access to these 
prerequisites of natural survival... if they need them? To answer this question is simple: do you 
really have access to them, you who think you are so secure? You, reader, who may fancy 
yourself privileged? Picture yourself struck down by nature, by serious illness or disaster 
tomorrow, unable to work-- where would you go for shelter? What would you do for food? 
Where would you get your water? And, far more crucial than any admit today: do you feel you 
would be able to preserve your personal dignity while doing so? As a respected citizen of this 
country who became victim of nature, whom surely we wish to protect and improve? 
 
What if, tomorrow, at your workplace, your boss wantonly insults you, attempts to abuse you-- 
has in fact made a pattern of this over many months? What would you do? Your boss controls 
your ability to pay for your shelter. To pay for food and water and clothing. How much is your 
dignity worth compared to following your instinct for survival? 
 



Some people have families and communities who could take care of them, were they to make a 
strong choice for themselves. But even of those who have families and communities-- no one 
wants to be an extra burden. No one wants to weigh down their own family or friends from 
success or achievement. 
 
Today many employers are made to offer assistance and accommodations as recompense for 
this imbalance of responsibility-- but they are cruelly made to do so because there is no 
coherent structure beneath us to help instead. And if employers did not have to, imagine: they 
could save their resources, to better instead themselves and their companies. And be more 
competitive in their hiring and firing choices. And earn more for themselves. And in doing so 
give back more to all over time. 
 
Are you privileged? Or has our weak nation failed to channel resources in a direction that would 
enable you to make the simplest choices of personal dignity, to choose honor, to choose 
competition? Has our history of imperfect targeting of care in fact generated an array of material 
and interpersonal pressures that deflect your own instincts against you, make you grow weak 
and unkind towards others and yourself? 
 
These social forces in our rational, material society-- they push and they pull on our 
non-material psyches in ways I feel we have failed to take seriously for too long. They affect our 
most crucial decisions-- what to do with our lives, how best to help others, how best to help 
ourselves. 
 
Shall we address this? Or shall we continue to repeat the old lie: we are rational actors in a 
market and material is all that counts. 
 
Now, to you Rights: 
 
Imagine instead of the above scenarios… imagine you are alone. For I believe each of us 
should go through a time like this in our lives: where we have no one else around to help us… 
and no one else around to make us weak. And so discover better what and who we really are, 
and how strong we can really be. 
 
But where does one go, one who wishes or needs to be alone today? Being born and raised in 
the cruel material and culture we call a city or suburb-- how does one find a way back to a 
semblance of wilderness where one might become strong? Might carve out a space in nature 
for oneself? 
 
Has not that wilderness all been carved up already by others, and claimed as property, and 
mostly covered in machines and material? And the hard-won communal skills necessary to 
survive in wilderness-- have those not atrophied over time, along with community itself? You 
Rights have more taste left in you for that ancient strength, and it is good that you do, but do not 
forget: this thing we call society, the purpose was to protect all of us a little better against that 



chaotic state of nature, and a little more so over time, so that our strong efforts might be put to 
better use. And it is that direction I wish us to pursue. 
 
But does the thing we have today you call our market-- does it encourage us to be truly strong 
over time? Or does it make too many weak? So that they remain working under those who are 
also weak, instead of standing up for themselves? Is weakness not the trend you wished to 
warn we Lefts of, the trend you are rightly reluctant to name as progress? 
 
Listen to this Left, not the weak among my tribe: I agree with you! We are not seeking progress 
today. We are seeking weakness. Too often, for too many. 
 
But therefore I caution you: do not, with your strong taste for nature, mistake our strange society 
and market today as nature itself! What an error! Do you not see? Nature makes those who 
contend with it strong. But over the last century, the rational have built unnatural markets that do 
not match our stronger nature, yours and mine. And generates many lost souls among us today. 
Lost because they have not been taught how to be strong. Lost because their group no longer 
knows how to care for them. They have no tribe, no healthy society, no foundation from which to 
start. For I claim: that old journey into wilderness, that adventure that leads to strength-- it 
always begins with care-- from all the strong and kind of the tribe. 
 
The lost may often choose wrongly, but they are not mistaken in their fundamental, 
philosophical appraisal of their situation: they have been abandoned by their tribe. By you and 
me. So busy with our machines and material, that we forgot: all human beings have the 
potential to be kind and strong, so long as they are shown the way. 
 
Rights who scoff too much at liberal care for the weak: can you not see the ugly shape of this 
rational, material society which dements and bends the souls of most who go through it-- and 
how few remain human at the other side? Our material and our science grants us enormous 
advantage-- but the shape we have mistakenly built with these powerful tools now generates 
from our national Will a spiritual wasteland, which grows larger every day. 
 
Do you blame we Lefts entirely for this trouble? Will you not take responsibility for your failure? 
Many Lefts, in language you did not like, tried to warn you of this phenomenon. They sensed the 
danger of instinct-capture by machines, only they used words like “capitalism” which you 
misheard as “markets.” And in your mishearing, let your own hunger for spirit fade away, as your 
fascination for machines grew. Will you not admit your shame for this now? So that I might 
respect you more? Or will you keep your heads in your sand, and call me weak for strong 
reproach? 
 
I ask you: be strong, and grant me this next logical conclusion: a kinder & stronger society, 
resilient to all storms, cannot today be built from nothing. There is no other world you may run 
away to. We must take our very broken nation today, so much potential still waiting within it, and 
forge new strength from it. But immense kindness and strength alike it will take to fix, from your 



kind and mine! So we must start now! 
 
I say: we Lefts must better target our care, and you Rights must help us to do so, to create a 
baseline layer of most basic resources, made available to citizens-- you and I-- who needs and 
therefore asks for them, with allowance of optional payment for those who can afford to give 
back, and on condition of pledge of future wealth generated. What some call taxes. This is, in 
effect, the pledge of citizenship I speak of. The righteous exchange between society and the 
individual which you Rights claim to miss. Which I, a Left, wishes to restore with stronger moral 
feeling-- the only channel through which material can ever flow to build strength instead of 
weakness. 
 
Until we build that crucial common structure, befitting our modern material status, I claim we will 
crucially lack the foundation that a moral, modern, wealthy society requires: the knowledge that 
our wealth is being put to good use. How much easier might you rest from your work-- knowing 
that? 
 
Am I a delusional Left? Or merely one who updates Hobbes’ nation-contra-state-of-nature to 
natural conclusions in a richer but morally defective modern era? A society that must rediscover 
the utility of making all citizens stronger-- teach all citizens how to follow their Will-- rather no, to 
allow them to follow their Will in our modern market, allow them to learn again how to make their 
own choices over time. 
 
For no one can make another Will at all. But, sadly, it is so easy with machines and their 
structures to teach others to ignore their Will. To not even begin to listen to it. And that is the 
tragedy of our day. 
 
How do we fix the brokenness? I say: restore the righteous care. Care comes first. Then 
strength. It always must be so for social animals such as we. Build the common shelter. So that 
individuals may learn to leave it of their own accord. 
 
SHELTER. FOOD. WATER. HEALTHCARE. DIGNITY. 
 
And the space above this shelter-- I promise as a Left, I wish that to remain open, to remain 
free, of restraints and assistance alike, as much as you & I deem possible. So that those in the 
place of shelter may learn to leave it, to follow their own Will, to climb upwards, to learn how to 
compete in the market. To know they have a fallback, a place of dignity above state of nature to 
return to, whenever they fail-- so as to allow them to take stronger risks over time. 
 
To build a floor for society, and place a cushion above it-- so that others may climb high, and 
fall, but when they fall, not fall to pieces or stay broken and hobbled on the bottom. How much 
higher we might climb, I claim, knowing we would be caught when we fall! 
 



How exactly such a more ideal cushion might be constructed is up for debate, and what a fun 
contest that could be. But the answer is first most simple: whatever is most effective and most 
self-sustaining over time. Whatever is both kind and strong. 
 
Many ideas for a cushion have existed and are floated now. Purely monetary is one method. 
Purely material provision is another. And any combined approach may have advantages and 
disadvantages, but we need to look to find them. We have much new technology at our disposal 
now, and there are many ways to increase efficiency and save costs. All manner of obstacles 
must be examined and overcome. And I believe a political, material, economic, moral project 
such as this would attract the most efficient, the smartest, the strongest, the most clever! For I 
believe many intuitively sense today that although there is much wealth, the shape of society 
beneath our feet is weak, is uncivil, is lacking. That to improve that shape would not only be 
what is weakly called moral today-- it would be effective and strengthening to society. That in 
fact what is effective and strengthening is moral, and too many have forgotten this-- especially 
on the Left, but against the Right, I charge: your lip service is not enough! 
 
Lefts! Who think so much of the future! I believe from now on: only after this universal floor is in 
place, should we begin to look for other, less necessary but useful things that our care might 
provide. And if we commit to this, and begin to accomplish it: surely then, to Rights, on the 
subject of excess structures and systems that they traditionally disdain-- we could pledge with 
full sincerity not merely to let them be torn down-- rather to help take them apart, to bring the 
pieces together and rebuild them wherever next we agree it will do the most important Good, as 
the foundation begins to take shape. 
 
Is this a pipe dream? 
 
You could present many arguments that it is. But my question to you skeptics at this time: can 
we agree the shape of this ideal is desirable? If we can, then we should each attempt to imagine 
it together-- so that we have a goal to work towards, to give ourselves national purpose. Then 
we may plan it in detail. And then we can all examine our model from every perspective-- 
economic, social, psychological, moral, competitive, cooperative, and want to find the flaws. It 
should be a project that encourages all, increases all's capability to Will, to have more freedom 
in the market and in their lives. If the plan is sufficiently exposed by the clever not to accomplish 
this-- to actually encourage people to trend back toward unWill, to trending toward less 
resilient-- then the plan must be changed, and we will fix it. 
 
Critics: do you say we cannot remove the threat of nature from the bottom of our pyramid? I say 
nature and chaos is always a threat. But will you allow a threat of nature to be actually wielded 
in our new and artificial world by weak people and weak companies-- not for nature’s ends, but 
for theirs? Against their workers, with not enough leverage available to the worker to simply 
follow their own Will and leave, and so teach their weak boss how to become stronger? 
 
Do you think a society that gave the worker more of a choice, more of a responsibility, would 



promote laziness? Really: if the enormous market we have today purely depended on and 
catered to baseline needs, would we not see far more evidence of this in the current market, in 
the products it produces? What total of all people pay for today is really necessary? No: I claim 
the market is about wants. And should be. That is its true strength. 
 
That humans will always still desire nicer and novel things, that only the market can provide, I 
believe is self-evident. Vast portions of our economy reside not on necessity but on interest, 
taste, preference, culture. Humans will always desire to move forward, to climb higher, to have 
more, to compete with each other. For that is our nature. And I will never argue to somehow 
remove the threat of nature itself-- that is impossible. Only I have distaste for the weak market 
that does not think human nature is strong. I seek only to remove the false threats which in fact 
guarantee the unnecessary, self-sustaining, intergenerational material-spiritual-cultural poverty, 
which we have all allowed to grow for too long-- which lives not only on the bottom of our market 
pyramid, but spreads all the way to the top. 
 
And lest some conservatives reading now think I am too soft in general, too kindly: you think my 
desire stems from charity? I say no: self-interest! I wish not to build a home for the poor-- rather 
a garden for the strong. And how many of the strongest among us might arrive from this garden, 
who might otherwise be lost-- who could say? And who could count the value of even one such 
strongest friend, or five, or twenty over two-hundred years? Will you deny yourself and I such 
powerful friends and the strength they give to all? There are such precious few who I can 
admire today, and my appetite for admiration will always be for more. And was it not Nietzsche, 
your favorite and mine, who wrote of his weak civilization: 
 

In nooks all over the earth sit men who are waiting, scarcely 
knowing in what way they are waiting, much less that they are 
waiting in vain. 
 
Could it be, in the realm of the spirit ‘Raphael without hands,’ 
taking this phrase in the widest sense, is perhaps not the exception 
but the rule? Genius is perhaps not so rare after all-- but the five 
hundred hands it requires to tyrannize the kairos, ‘the right time,’ 
seizing chance by its forelock. 
 
Anyone who does not want to see what is lofty in man looks that 
much more keenly for what is low in him and mere foreground-- and 
thus betrays himself. 

 
Yes. It is this waiting that I see so broadly encouraged and extolled too often by this weak 
behemoth of a market today, that I write against-- not any part of the beast that fashions the 
beautiful, or the strong, or the simply successful. You think I ask for kindness that will weaken? 
You fools-- I charge you define your strength too weakly-- looking like liberals at statistics 
instead of staring more coldly at men and material alike. I claim: this Left, with my care, I see in 



centuries. Are you content to root your precious individualism only in short-sighted scorn for the 
weak who you secretly do not wish to become strong? You betray yourself! 
 
Therefore, Rights! Let material markets grow to handle desires while you help us build for the 
needs-- including the spiritual, and in a manner that allows all to claim their dignity. 
 
It is precisely because these needs are not there for the grasping by those who need most, in 
their time of most need, when we have the potential to provide so-- and the failure to do so, in 
an efficient and effective and dignified and universal manner for the nation-- I claim this 
subterranean moral psychological failure is what makes the socialists spoil and insult our ruined 
market, what makes capitalists scowl and counterproductively defend it against them. Why we 
have so many strange, patchwork supports built into our market here and there that 
conservatives and liberals alike find so distasteful when they bother to look. Will we talk 
together, and fix what we both know is broken? Or shall we continue to hate, and do nothing, 
and hate ourselves for it? Which is what today you call politics. 
 
In summary, I believe: our misshapen, unhelpful structure is a product of needless 
adversarialism. And as such generates nothing but adversarialism to this day. Our society is so 
large and so complex, it is impossible for any one of us to know its shape, to see where is too 
much or too little, to know where to help. But many now yearn to help, even not knowing how, 
and we cannot hold it against them when they speak with mistaken words-- for their desires are 
good, even when they shout words we do not like to hear. I say: let those of us who are able, 
show them the error of their ways, so that they may help us better match the shape of our 
society to a more ideal common Form! 
 
For the market can remain large, and remain complex. I merely believe we can indeed let it 
reign a little freer-- if only that other crucial part of society could be arranged to support it. Only 
when we agree on something that resembles this direction, I claim, will we finally attain 
collective calm, and strength, and trend forward as a nation. 
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